Secure Healthcare Communication

Secure Texting For Your Healthcare Organization...

Secure Mobile and Desktop Communication

Improve Efficiency and Patient Care

The Professional Standard of Healthcare Communication

In partnership with Secure Healthcare Communication

Doc Halo will provide our VA physicians needed secure HIPAA-compliant text messaging and efficient communication with the most advanced mobile applications - facilitating even better care for our veterans.
The Leader in Enterprise Mobile Health

Advanced Secure Text Messaging
Doc Halo provides encrypted, HIPAA-compliant messaging to secure your patient information, improve efficiency and align your physicians and staff for better collaboration.

Integrated Communication Platform
Give your team access to the clinical resources they need when they need them. Integrate with your EHR, ADT feeds, call center, nurse call system, pagers, and so much more. It’s your integrated communication platform, secured on their desktop or mobile device.

Innovative Clinical Features
Doc Halo’s on-staff, practicing physicians work with our tech teams to develop useful and intuitive tools that improve your workflow.

Key Features:
- Connect Physicians, Staff and Call Center
- Attach Hi-Res Photos, Audio, Video, Documents
- Customized with your logo, colors and branding
- Your Directories and Preferred Network of Physicians
- Database of All Providers in the USA
- Off-Duty Plus Auto-Forward Messages
- Optional Patient Halo to Engage Your Patients
- Maintain Your Current American Messaging Pager Numbers
- Continue to Utilize Your Current Dispatch Systems and Methods
- Easy and Fast to Provision for Both Current Paging Users and New Secure Messaging Users
- Bundled Pricing & Combined Billing with American Messaging Pagers

And so much more...

Your Trusted Partner
- Trusted by over 500,000 users and 1300 hospitals
- Local on-site account managers and field technicians
- 24 x 7 live customer service
- Highest reliability and uptime in the industry
- Practicing physicians and HIPAA attorney on staff

We’re there for you.
We are experts at transmitting protected health information. Whether you are a healthcare organization or a healthcare services company, our integration experts will help you achieve your goals.

Here are some of the features that our clinical and technical integration team deliver:

- API Integration
- Standard and Custom Provisioning
- Single Sign-on
- Active Directory Integration
- Remote Authentication
- HL7 Interfacing
- Integration With an EHR/EMR
- Custom Development and Consulting
With Doc Halo it is all right there in an instant. In the time it took to answer one page I could answer 3-4 Doc Halo calls...
— Alexander Park, MD
Pacific Medical Centers

Much more productive in the hospital setting. Easier to quickly communicate with my attending physician. Middle man is cut out.
— Andrew Guardia, MD
Springfield Clinic

The network is consistently reliable and...they have always found ways to meet our need for critical services.
— Harry Chadderton, RCDD
Baptist Health South Florida

I love the ease of access to the physicians. The messages are directly sent and response time is minimal.
— Carla Williams, MD
Manager, TriHealth Infectious Diseases

There are solutions that fulfill our broad spectrum needs as well as our niche requests.
— Tracy J. Horton
Voice Services Technology Manager
St. Luke’s Hospital

Doc Halo Improves Patient Care

95% of Doc Halo users said that Doc Halo is Easy to Use

78% Doc Halo Improves Patient Care

Our Mission
American Messaging is the most trusted provider of critical messaging and Doc Halo is a leader in secure healthcare communications. Our strategic partnership will deliver an integrated healthcare communications platform which combines critical messaging and secure messaging along with advanced clinical solutions, including patient centric applications.